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SUMMARY RECORD OF THE SECOND GROUP MEETING AT THE IAEA 

HEADQUARTERS 

Vienna, 5 June 1978 

The second Meeting of KG 2 was attended by delegates from 17 countries, 

the CBC, OECD/NEA, and the IAEA. 

I. OPENING 

1. The see ting was opened by the acting Co-chairmen Mr. Popp 

introducing the new chairman, Mr. H. Rafizadeh who will 

be in charge during the entire period between now and the 

next plenary NG 2 meeting>1 

II. ADOPTION OP AGENDA 

The agenda was adopted as proposed by the chairman. 

III. No cements were aired on the minutes of the first meeting of 

WG 2 held in Vienna, on 14 December 1977 by the representa

tives of the countries present. 

IV. Mr. Popp reported that the answers to the questionnaire on 

enrichment prepared by WG 2 have been received at the present 

meeting from U.S., France, Germany, Netherlands, England, 

Italy and Japan and will be processed by the German delega

tion's staff who are prepared for the task. Some of the INPCB 

member states have not yet responded to the sub-group question

naire on enrichment but promised to provide the related infor

mation within a week. 
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Since the replies were due by the end of April and were 

received only today, the NG/2B is not in a position to re

view and to present a synopsis on the various enrichment 

techniques at this tine. 

Mr. Coates reported on the progress in the WG.2A and the 

conclusion from the joint meeting of sub-group 1A/1A : 

A. Status_of_Norking_6roug_2A : 

WG/2A is in charge of assessing and comparing future 

demand and availability of enrichnent services. The 

corresponding data is now available through the. an

swers given to the two questionnaires sponsored by 

other NG2 subgroups : Answers to questionnaire 1A/2A 

will enable to assess deaand, whereas answers to 

questionnaire 2B will enable to assess availability. 

The corresponding figures will allow to set up a 

yearly comparison of offer VS, deaand until 1990 as 

well as a sensitivity analysis of the relevant assump

tions by the next WD2 Meeting scheduled in October. 

The joint 1A/2A sob-group Was created in January 1978 

for the purpose of trying to find the world-wide best 

estimates presently available on nuclear power in or-

der to derive from these the fuel cycle needs and in 

particular those in natural uranium and enrichment ser

vices. In order to progress as hastily as possible, 

it was decided to work on the recently published report 

prepared by NEA/OECD known as the "red" and "yello*" 

books, and from there on to up-date and extend their 

contents. This is why a questionnaire was set up cal-r 

ling for every nation on their ; 
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- energy forecasts 

- nuclear forecasts 

- fuel cycle and reactor characteristics 

and assumptions. 

These, were asked for the period running from now until 

the end of the century. Although aore tentative data 

in energy was also asked beyond 2000. The questionnaire 

was sent by the IAEA to all its participating nations. 

Some twenty answers have been received within the tine 

limits which were very short. These cover more than 

90% of the western world's nuclear option. However, no 

answers were obtained from eastern countries. 

Generally speaking, estimates are lower than those con

tained in the NEA/OECD reports. However, it would be 

preaature to be aore explicit since a work-shop scheduled 

on 10 July in London will exanine the results in detail. 

In parallel with this a study was released by the U.K. 

delegation on the post 2000 situation - other reports con

cerning the post 2000 horizon are announced. These, as 

well as inputs from other WG's should allow to review the 

long tern situation. 

The conclusions derived fron the joint 1A/2A aeeting held 

on May 31 were the following : 

1. The sub-group plans to conaunicate to the other Working 

Groups and the TCC concerning the need to have early in

dications jiven on : 

a) reactor types and their characteristics 

b) timing of introduction of alternative reactor types 

and their penetration into the market 

c) fuel cycle strategies to be studied 
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These indications are needed to enable work to go for

ward on estimating nuclear fuel and enrichment deaands. 

The national energy deaand and nuclear power capacity 

forecasts supplied by INFCE member states will be accep

ted as the official and best available forecasts for the 

respective member state. The sub-group will sake no 

modification to an individual country forecast. 

The sub-group may propose adjustaents in the total nu

clear power forecast on a regional or global scale, if 

this appears desirable to reflect realistically attain

able capacity levels. 

The IAEA aeaber states who have not yet responded to 

the sub-gxvtp questionnaire on energy deaand and nuclear 

capacity forecasts will be contacted (by Telex.from 

IAEA) and requested to provide their responses by 30 

June at the latest. 

A work-shop meeting will be held on 10 July in London 

for the purpose of deciding on the aggregate nuclear 

power forecast for the period up to 2000 (on a regional 

OT global scale) to be used for INFCE studies and to 

recommend methods for projecting these forecasts into 

the post-estimates. This work-shop meeting is open to 

all sub-group 1A/2A members having interest to parti

cipate. Tha nuclear power forecast figures arrived at 

during this work-shop will be transmitted by the Scien

tific Secretary to the Co-chairmen of all Working Groups 

by 31 July. 

Two papers will be prepared in advance for use during 

the 10 July work-shop meeting : 

a) A preliminary aggregation of the data received in 

response to the questionnaire on energy demand and 

nuclear power forecasts (to be prepared by 

(0ECD/NEA). 
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b) A summarization of the UK critique (Co-Chairmen/ 

Wg.l/6(A)) of recent world energy demand fore

casts, with recommendations for methods to be 

used by the Joint Sub-Group for the post-2000 

period (to be prepared by UK.). 

The IAEA offered to provide computational services 

to the Joint Sub-Group, through application of a fuel 

cycle computer code being developed by the Agency 

.{scheduled for completion in October 1978); the IAEA 

indicated an ability to undertake preliminary calcula

tions of uranium and enrichment demands for simplified 

strategies using existing codes; these could be car

ried out prior to completion of the new code. Having 

checked that no discrepancy appears when compared with 

the results obtained with existing codes, this offer 

by the IAEA was accepted by the Joint Sub-Group. Seve

ral delegates (US, France, FRG, NEA) indicated that 

they could also carry out preliminary calculations 

using existing methods. 

The IAEA offer to provide computational services to 

INFCE will be recommended for acceptance by WG 1 and 

KG 2, with a suggestion that these working groups trans

mit the IAEA proposal for action by the TCC. 

A preliminary table of contents for the sub-group report 

was suggested as follows : 

a) Basis for the selected forecast of nuclear power 

capacity (relation to total energy demand, GDP, 

etc.); 

b) Reactor characteristics used calculating fuel, 

enrichment and heavy water demands; 

c) Reactor and fuel cycle scenarios; 

d) Calculational methods and computer models; 

e) Base forecasts of demands; 

f) High/Low forecasts; sensitivity study results. 
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VI. ORGANIZATION OF FUTURE WORK OF WG 2 AND SUB-GROUPS 

After lengthy discussions it was decided that the follow

ing schedule of work will be employed during the next 6 

aonths for WG 2 and its sub-groups; 

1. Sub-groups 1A/2A and 2A will be chaired by the German 

co-chairman until the next WG 2 plenary meeting. Sub

group 1A/2A meeting in London on 10 July, 1978 with 

possible extension of the meeting on 11 July, 1978, 

will include decision on the nuclear power forecast 

and its translation into uranium and enrichment demand 

estimates, the results of which will be compared with 

the data on the supply of enrichment provided from pro-
VI--- > 

cessing of WG 2B questionnaire on enrichment by the 

staff of Co-Chairman Mr. Popp. 

2. Sub-group 2B will be chaired by the French co-chairman 

until the next WG 2 plenary meeting. Sub-group 2B 

meeting in Vienna on 14-15 September, 1978, to review 

the synopsis on technical and economical aspects of 

enrichment prepared by the staff of Co-Chairman Mr. Popp 

from the WG 2B questionnaire which has been completed 

by the enrichment technology holders. 

3. 16 October, 1978, joint meeting of WG 1A/2A in Vienna. 

4. 18-19 October, 1978 Working Group 2 meeting in Vienna. 

The U.S. representative asked WG 2 to start giving attention 

to the three other items which have been left aside until 

now among the terms Of reference set to WG 2. Following 

this invitation, the delegate from UK proposed a draft on 

multinational centers, the delegate from the U.S. proposed a 

draft on proliferation issues. After some discussions it 

was decided that since the drafts on safeguards by US and 

aultinatioral centers by UK would be available shortly, they 

could be distributed to all participating members of working 
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group 2. However, decision on taking up these issues in 

existing sub-groups of WG 2 or set up of new sub-groups 

to handle specifically the above subjects will be nade in 

the October WG 2 meeting. 

VII. REPORT TO TCC 

Since Mr. Popp has been the acting chairman in the past 

months it was decided that he will give a procedural re

port on what has been launched in working group 2 and how 

far the actions have proceeded. 

Possibilities of coordination of the flow of information 

between various working groups will also be considered in 

TCC. 


